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ABSTRACT

I t is shown that when the Pomsron has the semiperturbative
origin in QCD described in a companion talk, diffractive heavy quark
production is independent from, and not suppressed relative to, the
perturbative gl-jon fusion process. It is emphasized that anomalously
large diffractive heavy flavor cross-sections could anticipate
correspondingly large cross-sections for the diffractive production
of W~ and Z°-providing distinctive evidence for the dynamical nature
of the electroweak Higgs sector.
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INTRODUCTION

Heavy-quark production in QCD promises to be a very f r u i t f u l
topic for discussion in the near fu tu re . On the experimental side
both the kinematic p r o p e r t i e s and the overa l l magnitudes of the
re levan t c ro s s - s ec t i ons are the subjec t of controversy. On the
theoretical front perturbative QCD theorists are striving to pull the
subject entirely into their domain and making some striking claims en
rou te.

A major claim nade is that "diftractive" production of
(sufficiently) heavy quarks is not an independent production process
from perturbative QCD. Instead diffractive production is to be
thought of as included in the leading-order parton-tnodel gluon-fusion
description of heavy-quark production. Since gluon-fusion gives
dominant central (rapidity) region production, there is an immediate
conflict with expectations from traditional low P. phenomenology as
to the relationship between heavy quarks and the Pomeron. Elementary
nultiperipheral dynamics would say~ that all quark flavors should
contribute to the "bare Pomeron" at energies well above the threshold
for production of the relevant bound-states
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so that the bare-intercept a increases with each new flavor. At
sufficiently high-energies we would then expect heavy-quark
production to be part of the Potneron and of Porneron interactions al l
across the rapidity-axis

This conflict raises a number of questions. Does the validity
of perturbative QCD for hadronic-collisions actually imply that heavy
quarks lie outside the domain of soft Poneron physics, even at
asymptotic energies? Perhaps multiperipheral dynamics is completely
wrong at asynptotic energies and the "Porr.eron" becomes an entirely
perturbative QCD phenomenon! Alternatively is QCD wrong if heavy
quark production cross-sections are significantly larger than the
perturbative estimates? The magnitude of the QCD scale parameter
\ does seen to justify the distinction between light and heavy quark
physics which is very much part of the current understanding of
QCD. Does this imply that the "low-energy Pomeron" seen at ISR
energies ana below couples only to light quarks?

I t is clearly impossible to answer these questions directly
without a fairly precise description of a Pomeron which has the right
low-energy properties and can also be confronted with the
perturbative QCD arguments at high-energy. In a companion talk
(referred to as I in this talk) I have, advocated a "semi-
perturbative" description of the Pomeron in QCD which does produce
the appropriate low-energy properties. The Pomeron is described by
multiple gluon exchange but with anomalous couplings that can be



thought of either as originating directly from non-perturbative
instanton interactions, or from pp.rturbative infinite sun anbiguities
in the Regge Unit. The formalism needs considerable development to
make i t computationally precise enough to conpare (even in orders of
magnitude) with perturbative calculations. Nevertheless we can
discuss whether the perturbative arguments tor gluon-fusion dominance
or heavy-quark production go through or whether Pomeron production of
heavy flavors takes place as would naively be anticipated
phenonenologi cally.

I t is well-known that instanton interactions produce heavy-
flavors in an essentially mass-independent ..-.anner through the
anomaly. We might anticipate therefore that if .-.ur diffractive
production mechanism effectively involves instanton interactions then
i t will not be suppressed by heavy quark masses. Indeed we emphasize
that from our perspective i t is the coupling of heavy quarks to the
axial U(l) anomaly of OGD which distinguishes their production from
those processes such as lepton-pair production and single vector
boson production where perturbative calculations of cross-sections
are strikingly successful. However, i t would be surprising if
instanton interactions in themselves would be sufficient to destroy
the heavy-quark perturbative dominance arguments since they are not
in general well-defined because of infra-red divergences. In fact
for instanton interactions to play the role we wish there must be a
new quark sector in the theory which can really only be physically
relevant if the quarks involved are color sextets and are responsible
for electroweak symmetry breaking.

In the complete picture I advocate, therefore, the longitudinal
components of the W~ and Z° are bound-states of color-sextet quarks
(sextet pions). This has two obvious consequences. Firstly the
electro-weak mass-scale is a new QCD scale (the chiral or confinement
scale for sextet quarks) which in general terms removes the
distinction between light and heavy quarks determined by ^ n r n only.
The new scale clearly plays a role in allowing diffractive heavy"
quark production to proceed along similar lines to diffractive
production of light quarks. In addition, the Wj_ and Z° contain
"heavy" quarts and so their diffractive production also may be
anomalously large. The f irst observation of this, perhaps even at
the Tevatrcn, could be a major indication of the true dynamical
nature of the eiectroweak Higgs sector.

PERTURBATIVE DOMINANCE OF GLUON FUSION

The essence of the p e r t u r b a t i v e argument for the dominance of
gluon fusion is tha t to produce heavy quarks on-she l l r equ i res a
hard- s c a t t e r : r. ~- the lowest -order being

, on-shell quark

t~ (2)



The indicated quark propagator is necessarily off-shel l by at leas t
O(l/M) and this produces the net O(l/M ) of the production cross-
section.

If we consider perturbative "diffractive exci tat ion" of Lhe
heavy quark component of a hadron then i t is straightforward to
understand why this contains' additional factors of M~ conpared to
(2) . To pull a quark-pair out of a hadron already gives the 1/M
factor of (2)

M ( 3 )

To di f f rac tively excite this process we must couple in so:ne number of
gluons (one is taken as the simplest example) from another hadron
e.g. ,

(4)

Naively we might expect that the diffractive region where the
exchanged-gluon carries low transverse momentum k and the quark to
which i t couples is on mass-shell would contribute with no additional
M suppression* (Indeed this is precisely what we would expect for
a Poineron coupling according to an additive quark model prescription,
as discussed in I ) . However, this region would give an infra-red
divergence from the exchanged gluon pole. Gauge-invariance
guarantees that such divergences cancel (in the cross-section) when
the gluon is attached to (3) in al l possible manners-including

M 2 (5)

which straightforwardiy includes an extra factor of M~ from the
additional quark propagator. In effect the complete infra-red
cancellation both ensures that infra-red finiteness is achieved and
that the complete set of diagrams behaves like (5). As a result
diffractive excitation is suppressed perturbatively relative to the
gluon fusion process (2).

ANOMALOUS COUPLINGS AND THE POMERON

The above discussion is very closely related to the origin of
non-R.egge and non-additive quark model properties for the "Pomeron"
in perturbative QCD elaborated on in I. Not surprisingly therefore



the "semi-perturbative" Poraeron described there as avoiding such
problems also behaves rather differently to standard perturbation
theory in producing heavy quarks.

\ve recall that our f i r s t approximation to the Poneron is

~~^ massive, r e ^ e Lsed, Sli(2j singlet ;luon
(6)

- t r i p l e t of massless gluons forming an SU(2) s inglet
and carrying zero transverse nonentun

which is valid when the SU(3) gauge symmetry is broken to SLI(2).
This Poneron couples through quark loop anomalies which are f i r s t
detected in t r iangle graph discont inui t ies in the imaginary parts of
amplitudes. (The associated real parts can be a t t r ibuted to
instanton in te rac t ions ) . The relevant coupling for the diffract ive
excitation process discussed above would be

The analog of (4) for a complete coupling to the diffract ive
excitation amplitude (3) would be

( 8 )

while there is no analog of (5) containing the on-mass shell quark
configuration shown in (7). (Note that since we compute an even
signature amplitude for the Pomeron there will be no gluon pole in
(8)). The real part anomaly corresponding to (7) would occur in the
graph

(9)

if an appropriate point coupling is used for the quark interaction.
rro? t'r.~ point of view of the infinite momentum winding number

condensate description of diffraction given in I we could consider
the full coupling in (7) as an instanton interaction. The dotted
line represents an (averaged over) winding number inserted in the
interaction which is compensated for by the chiralities of the
produced quirks. (To make complete sense of this it is necessary to
have the "hsavy" quarks contribute to the winding number condensate
at infinite momentum so that a sum over the chiralities of such
quarks mixes with the summation and averaging over winding number and



the chiralities of light quarks. Of course, that "heavy" quarks
should be considered lighi; and contribute the sane as light quarks at
sufficiently hi^h energy is precisely what our phenouenological
intuition led us to expect).

The coupling (S) contains only one ofr-shell propagator and so
there is no additional M suppression. Equivalently the anomalous
part of the graph (9) does not have the suppression that would be
expected froir the additional number of off-shell propagators present.

TOPOLOGICAL STIMULATION OF HEAVY FLAVOR ?R3DUCTtOU" AT INFINITE
MOMENTUM

It might be helpful to illustrate the above discussion through
tha intuitive picture of an infinite norsentum hadron described in
I. V,'e picture a (close to) infinite nonentum hadron as a two-
dimensional pancake in which the surface of the static hadron bag,
where instanton interactions are important, has expanded to fill most
of the pancake. As illustrated below a hadron at rest feels the
topological field of the passing high-speed hadron

yf _ ^ \ y hadron at rest
"perturbative" / \ \
region of / I/T\ Y ^ M ' " ^ g,luon exchange
infinite I ^ )
momentum /
hadron \ - _~ ., -/—-—^ topological condensate

and the Pomeron is (in first approximation) gluon exchange in the
background of the condensate. The condensate stimulates instanton
interactions involving the exchanged gluon and the hadron at rest
leading to the emission of heavy quark pairs. Considering both
hadrons as travelling fast and producing condensates immediately
shows that this stimulated emission will take place right across the
rapidity axis, just as we anticipated, phenomenologically.

COLOR S£XT~7 QUARKS AND THE DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION OF W*" AND Z°

As I er.phasized in I the picture of the Pomeron I have presented
relies on a close interplay between (infinite sums in) perturbation
theory and instanton interactions. I also gave a number of reasons
to believe zhaz this can only be realized under the special condition
that QC3 is ''saturated with fertnions". This can be achieved by

f flavors of color triplet quarks (u,d,c,s,b,t)
(11)

+ 2( new) flavors of color sextet quarks

T:;e >a;tet quarks have an SU.(2) x S'JR(2) chiral symmetry which,
if it is spontaneously broken, will produce a triplet of "sexteta

t
teraction and, in analogy with technicolor, give

pi-ns" - s], i , n . These "pions" can act as the Higgs sector of
the electroweak intera



masses to the \F and Z°. That i s ii , n and n become re spec t ive ly
the " l o n g i t u d i n a l " components o£ W , W and Z° giving masses of order
z F where F is the s e x t e t c h i r a l s c a l e . The casimir sca l ing

ir i f ,
b 6 ,

C.i (F ) ~ C, a ( F " ) ( 1 2 )
_> b

can easily give the desired F from a conventional evolution of a .
The sextet quark description of eiectroweak symmetry breaking

produces dynamically a low-energy theory which is indistinguishable
from the standard Weinberg-Salam-Glashow model. There is also a
unique asymptotically free, anomaly-free, SrJ(5) unified theory
containing the sextet quarks which is a very promising candidate for
complete dynamical unification. The nost immediately striking
prediction of this form c£ symmetry breaking is perhaps that the W-
and Z° have QCD interactions above the electroweak threshold,
implying in particular that Vr and Z° will be produced diffractively.

The diftractive production of W ,Z° vector bosons will be very
similar to that for ordinary heavy flavors except that sextet
"isospin" conservation requires that they be pair-produced. (Note
that a "sextet n" could be produced in direct analogy with (S), and
effectively this would be direct diffractive production of a Higgs
scalar.) If we believe there is empirical evidence for large
diffractive heavy flavor cross-sections then clearly there may be
such a large cross-section for vector boson production.

To observe a Pomeron requires a rapidity gap of 3 or 4 units.
Since we will have ~ 15 at the Tevatron and the pair production of
vector bosons requires a rapidity interval ~ 11 i t is just possible
that there will be an observable effect. That is if the observed
number of W pairs is larger than the very small number predicted and
if some events have a diffractive character we might consider this as
evidence for color-sextet dynamical symmetry breaking.

If color sextet quarks are not present in QCD then i t is very
hard to imagine how the perturbative arguments for the absence of
true diffractive production of heavy quarks would not go through.
There would be no dynamical scale to interfere with the argument that
the production process is entirely short-distance above some mass
value which would be determined by the measured value of Q̂rr>» I t
would be necessary to understand the origin of a non-perturbative
Pomeron capable of interfering directly with perturbative gluon
exchange before the subject could be discussed.

The doublet of sextet quarks we have proposed has the great
virtue that it produces the QCD saturation property reuired for
ins tar-tori interactions to play the role we wish, while at the same
tine introducing a new QCD scale. Since this scale is directly
identified as the electroweak scale i t is clear that i t will
interfere with quark production at all lower scales. In effect there
will be a r.ev A defined by sextet quark chiral ar.d confinement
properties, with respect to this scale all t r iplet quark masses will
be light ?.- i as a result their production will in part be non-
per turba civs.
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